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EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE INPUT 2014

SMART CITY. PLANNING FOR ENERGY, TRANSPORTATION AND SUSTAINABILITY OF THE URBAN SYSTEM

This special issue of TeMA collects the papers presented at the Eighth International Conference INPUT, 2014, titled “Smart City. Planning for energy, transportation and sustainability of the urban system” that takes place in Naples from 4 to 6 of June 2014.

INPUT (Innovation in Urban Planning and Territorial) consists of an informal group/network of academic researchers Italians and foreigners working in several areas related to urban and territorial planning. Starting from the first conference, held in Venice in 1999, INPUT has represented an opportunity to reflect on the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) as key planning support tools. The theme of the eighth conference focuses on one of the most topical debate of urban studies that combines, in a new perspective, researches concerning the relationship between innovation (technological, methodological, of process etc...) and the management of the changes of the city. The Smart City is also currently the most investigated subject by TeMA that with this number is intended to provide a broad overview of the research activities currently in place in Italy and a number of European countries. Naples, with its tradition of studies in this particular research field, represents the best place to review progress on what is being done and try to identify some structural elements of a planning approach.

Furthermore the conference has represented the ideal space of mind comparison and ideas exchanging about a number of topics like: planning support systems, models to geo-design, qualitative cognitive models and formal ontologies, smart mobility and urban transport, Visualization and spatial perception in urban planning innovative processes for urban regeneration, smart city and smart citizen, the Smart Energy Master project, urban entropy and evaluation in urban planning, etc..

The conference INPUT Naples 2014 were sent 84 papers, through a computerized procedure using the website www.input2014.it. The papers were subjected to a series of monitoring and control operations. The first fundamental phase saw the submission of the papers to reviewers. To enable a blind procedure the papers have been checked in advance, in order to eliminate any reference to the authors. The review was carried out on a form set up by the local scientific committee. The review forms received were sent to the authors who have adapted the papers, in a more or less extensive way, on the base of the received comments. At this point (third stage), the new version of the paper was subjected to control for to standardize the content to the layout required for the publication within TeMA. In parallel, the Local Scientific Committee, along with the Editorial Board of the magazine, has provided to the technical operation on the site TeMA (insertion of data for the indexing and insertion of pdf version of the papers). In the light of the time’s shortness and of the high number of contributions the Local Scientific Committee decided to publish the papers by applying some simplifies compared with the normal procedures used by TeMA. Specifically:

- Each paper was equipped with cover, TeMA Editorial Advisory Board, INPUT Scientific Committee, introductory page of INPUT 2014 and summary;
- Summary and sorting of the papers are in alphabetical order, based on the surname of the first author;
- Each paper is indexed with own DOI codex which can be found in the electronic version on TeMA website (www.tema.unina.it). The codex is not present on the pdf version of the papers.
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ABSTRACT

In Turin the Compagnia di San Paolo had fostered two social housing initiatives, committed in handling the complex and fragmented housing discomfort issue. In the face of the social, economic and cultural development that has radically changed the housing emergency distinctive features, the new housing policies, realised with interventions of Edilizia Residenziale Sociale (ERS), represent one possible response to the growing housing needs of a wide segment of population. The two temporary dwelling of social housing are born under a common denominator: the challenge has required the ability to find the balance between solidarity, social inclusion, housing rights and the real estate market. In the meantime they represent city laboratories where testing good practices and innovative usual procedures and engine of new experiences and future experimentations.

KEYWORDS

Social housing, temporary dwelling, social inclusion, housing discomfort, urban regeneration
INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, a new term has entered the common language of housing policies, that of social housing. According to the definition given by Cecodhas Housing Europe (The Federation of public, cooperative and social housing), social housing is “housing for those whose needs are not met by the open market and where there are rules for allocating housing to benefiting households” (Cecodhas 2006).

The concept of social housing in the European Union is characterised by the wide diversity of national housing situations, conceptions and policies in relation to the specific characteristics of the context; however, it is possible to identify convergence of objectives common to all member countries of the European Union (EU), namely: the existence of specific missions of general interest; increase supply of affordable housing through the construction, management, purchase, and letting of social housing; and the definition of target groups (either in socio-economic terms or in relation to other types of vulnerability) (Cecodhas 2007).

Already in 2000 the right to social and housing is included in the Charter of fundamental rights of the European Union1: “In order to combat social exclusion and poverty, the Union recognises and respects the right to social and housing assistance so as to ensure a decent existence for all those who lack sufficient resources, in accordance with the rules laid down by Community law and national laws and practices”2. The goals concern the increase in low-cost housing supply, in order to facilitate the access to real estate market the poorest segment of the population, ensuring the quality of interventions.

The most recent European measure goes back to 2010, and was presented with the report Europe 2020 (Agenda 2020) that defines the growth strategy for the next decade. Between the 5 targets for Europe 2020, fighting poverty by lifting at least 20 million fewer people in or at risk poverty and social exclusion, is one of the main issues.

In the matter of social inclusion, as stated by the European Commission homelessness and housing deprivation are perhaps the most extreme examples of poverty and social exclusion today. The importance of having access to affordable accommodations has been highlighted as one of the core factor to prevent and combat social exclusion in Europe (Cecodhas 2011).

In Italy the definition of social housing refers to alloggio sociale in the Ministerial Decree of 22 April 2008 that defines it as “the housing unit used for residential use in permanent lease that performs the function of general interest, to reduce the housing problems of socially vulnerable people who are not able to access the location of housing in the free market safeguarding social cohesion. The alloggio sociale is configured as an essential element of the system of social housing, consisting of housing services aimed at meeting the basic needs”3.

---

1 The European Parliament proclaims the Charter of fundamental rights of the European Union in Nice on December the 7th 2000.
2 Charter of fundamental rights of the European Union, article 34, paragraph 3 (Social security and social assistance)
3 English author translation of “l'unità immobiliare adibita ad uso residenziale in locazione permanente che svolge la funzione di interesse generale, nella salvaguardia della coesione sociale, di ridurre il disagio abitativo di individui e nuclei familiari svantaggiati, che non sono in grado di accedere alla locazione di alloggi nel libero mercato. L'alloggio sociale si configura come elemento essenziale del sistema di edilizia residenziale sociale costituito dall'insieme dei servizi abitativi finalizzati al soddisfacimento delle esigenze primarie” - Ministerial Decree of April 22 2008 “Definizione di alloggio sociale ai fini dell'esenzione dall'obbligo di notifica degli aiuti di Stato”, ai sensi degli articoli 87 e 88 del Trattato istitutivo della Comunità europea” art. 1, c. 2.
In such a context the experience carried out by the Programma Housing\(^4\) della Compagnia di San Paolo, in close collaboration with the Ufficio Pio\(^5\) since 2009, and in partnership with other external parties has promoted two experimental projects aimed at building two Temporary Dwellings in Turin.

The Temporary Dwelling can be defined as “structures intended for subjects in a situation of housing vulnerability or that need transitory housing solutions; they are distinguished by the temporariness of the guests’ stay, by limited rent costs and by the opportunity, for people living there, of enjoying common services and spaces. The social purpose of these actions is to provide a response to the housing discomfort” (Ingaramo 2012).

These buildings may represent one possible response to the growing housing needs expressed by a segment of the population that is placed in the so-called “grey zone” of income, that is a range that does not allow access to programs of public housing, but at the same time it is not sufficient to cover the costs of the rent that characterise the market rent.

2 THE SOCIAL HOUSING AND THE RIGHT TO HOUSING

Taking into consideration the numerous interventions aimed at providing possible responses to the growing housing needs, the term social housing, loan word that has now become part of the common lexicon, takes on the general characteristics of Edilizia Residenziale Sociale (ERS) (Social Residential Housing).

Given that the social, economic and cultural development that has radically changed the housing emergency distinctive features, the new housing policies, realised with interventions of Edilizia Residenziale Sociale (ERS), represent one possible response to the growing housing needs of a wide segment of population.

The ERS policies are not addressed to all citizens. The social dwellings are designed to meet the demand for housing services to the benefit of users that have very specific characteristics, above all the economic condition.

It is possible to identify two broad areas of housing problems. The first area consists of those who live in a situation of absolute housing emergency, and do not have the opportunity to live in a dignified and secure place. In this area of social disadvantage, the housing problem is configured as the need to ensure immediate reception, even in an emergency situation, to ensure an even temporary accommodation to socially vulnerable individuals and families. On the other hand, the problem is to ensure over time the housing rights for those who are actually in critical economic conditions and are not in a position to pay a rent, if not extremely modest. This social demand is mainly satisfied by the housing offer made possible through the implementation of public housing policies (ERP).

Another area includes, instead, people who are not in a state of absolute uncertainty, and often have an income, but cannot afford the cost of housing in the free market. For people of this area, the housing issue is a inhibiting factor (in young people self-sufficiency, in moving for study and work, in family projects) and a major risk factor facing with unforeseen events (eviction, separation, or the end of a cohabitation).

The changing conditions in the real estate market and the recession since 2008 in general, that have caused a significant extension of the gap between the average income of the population and the economic requirements to housing, have expanded the range of beneficiaries who can benefit from social housing; besides the areas traditionally considered most in need, the new categories of people include young people, single parents, students, temporary workers, the elderly and so on. They represent the social segment that

\(^{4}\) The Programma Housing of Compagnia di San Paolo was born in novembre 2006 with the main objective to support social housing experience that can represent city laboratories where testing good practices and innovative usual procedures and contribute to the development of a new culture of social housing.

\(^{5}\) Founded in Torino in 1595, the Ufficio Pio represents a reference point for the whole metropolitan area of Torino in aiding citizens with disadvantages.
is unable to have access to the free market for various reasons and at the same time do not have the economic and social conditions to access to public housing (ERP)\(^6\).

The *alloggio sociale* definition includes "housing built by public and private operators, through contributions or public subsidies - such as tax exemptions, allocation of areas or buildings, guarantee funds, city planning facilitations (…)"\(^7\).

The Ministerial Decree points out the both public and private presence in the realization of a social housing intervention; the article n.1, paragraph 4 says that "the service is provided by public and private operators primarily through the provision of rental housing (…)"\(^8\).

Satisfying the housing needs of socially vulnerable groups can only occur if the services are offered in better terms than those of the free market which is inaccessible to them. The current emergency is to rebalance the relationship between the cost for having access to the housing market and the actual buying power means of the families.

The subjects involved in the implementation of social housing initiatives are both public and private. In fact, considering that the aim of social housing policies is to facilitate the access to housing services to those individuals who are unable to do it under normal market conditions, it is inevitable that this function is fulfilled through a public contribution. Public funding can take different forms, can be of varying size and proportions on the total investment, but such an investment would not be feasible without it. In fact, public funding allows to lower the construction costs of social housing interventions. Public funding can be granted in different ways:

- financial aid in the form of contribution on loan interest or contributions to invested capital;
- make available through sale or concession of surface rights, of building lot or buildings at price lower than market conditions;
- reduction, by the municipality, on planning fees and construction costs.

The private operator is represented by housing cooperatives, construction companies and also banking foundations.

### 3 TWO PROJECTS OF SOCIAL HOUSING BY THE COMPAGNIA DI SAN PAOLO

Social housing is a complex and fragmented sector that combines social aspects, financial and economic equilibrium, environmental issues, quality of life, etc.; a multi-disciplinary issue that requires an overall view of all its components: design, technical knowledge, environmental considerations, and social and economic aspects.

---

\(^6\) The Article 11 “Piano Casa” of Decree Law n. 112/2008, (L. n. 133/2008), identifies the socially vulnerable groups:
- households with low income, including single-parent or single-income;
- young couples with low incomes;
- elderly people in disadvantaged social or economic conditions;
- non-resident students;
- immigrants with low-income residents for at least ten years in the country (…).

\(^7\) English author translation of “Alloggi realizzati o recuperati da operatori pubblici e privati, con il ricorso a contributi o agevolazioni pubbliche - quali esenzioni fiscali, assegnazione di aree od immobili, fondi di garanzia, agevolazioni di tipo urbanistico - destinati alla locazione temporanea per almeno otto anni ed anche alla proprietà” - Ministerial Decree of 22 April 2008, art. 1, c. 3.

\(^8\) English autor translation of “Il servizio viene erogato da operatori pubblici e privati prioritariamente tramite l'offerta di alloggi in locazione alla quale va destinata la prevalenza delle risorse disponibili, nonché il sostegno all’accesso alla proprietà della casa, perseguendo l'integrazione di diverse fasce sociali e concorrendo al miglioramento delle condizioni di vita dei destinatari” - Ministerial Decree of 22 April 2008, art. 1, c. 4.
The two temporary dwelling challenge is not simply due to the realisation of a number of accommodations but requires the ability to find the balance between solidarity, social inclusion, housing rights - the primary aims of social housing - and the real estate market. The main objective is to define new integrated actions from an architectural, social and cultural point of view. In this perspective, this initiative aims to regenerate the quality of life of the urban area starting from the two temporary dwellings.

The two buildings are located in thriving neighborhoods of Turin, immediately adjacent of the historic center, the first in Piazza della Repubblica, which hosts one of the largest outdoor markets in Europe, the second in San Salvario district, a multiethnic area where there is also a synagogue.

The choice of realizing the temporary residences in the areas of Porta Palazzo and San Salvario isn’t fortuitous: these are quarters characterized by problems of urban deterioration and social tensions. The quarter of Porta Palazzo is an area with a high rate of immigration coming from southern Italy and, more recently, from abroad, where the coexistence between the different populations isn’t peaceful but often is a source of social tension. In the meantime, this social situation helped to create a multicultural, creative and rich background in terms of stories, traditions and attractive spaces. The quarter of San Salvario has had more success than what happened at Porta Palazzo, although there are still problems of urban blight and social tensions causing discomfort and situations of conflict in some defined areas. Many private investors have seen in the multi-ethnic features a strength point for promoting initiatives of urban valorisation to foster social cohesion.

In these social and cultural contexts, the temporary residences aim to become a new polarity for the two quarters and another territory knot able to interact with the network of people living in them, continuing and strengthening the involvement of the Compagnia di San Paolo and of the Ufficio Pio in the activities that the city institutions and the social actors promote in these areas.

Both temporary residences are addressed to the following categories of receivers: population under housing stress, personnel in training and out of office workers, city users and occasional visitors and people in housing emergency. In particular, the structure of Porta Palazzo offers accommodation mainly to single people and couples without sons and the structure of San Salvario mainly for families with one or two parents and with minor sons.

3.1 PRIVATE INVESTMENT AND PUBLIC FUNDING FOR THE TWO TEMPORARY RESIDENCES

The Compagnia di San Paolo, a banking foundation, had fostered two experimental actions of public interest, actively contributing to social housing initiatives not for profit but because they are a unique and innovative experience of urban regeneration and social quality.

The Documento Programmatico of the Programma Housing states that the Compagnia di San Paolo focuses the attention more strongly on interventions on social housing issues with respect to some trends, such as:

- reduction of public funding on housing policies;
- transfer to the real estate market what social policies are no longer able to provide;
- new housing needs generated by immigration, job flexibility and changes in family structures.

The two residences fall within the "Social Housing Municipal Program". The acceptance of the principle that they are of general interest allowed, in the authorization phase of the projects, the exemption of the payment of planning fees and construction costs: in this sense, the inclusion in the program, is to be considered almost like public funding.

The building in piazza della Repubblica is owned by the City of Turin that in November 2008 published a call for assigning free loan for use the building in order to design it for temporary residence. The Ufficio Pio has entered the public tender, winning the god for 30 years: the standard fixed the realization of a “social hotel”
for single people and couples without sons, whom providing a temporary housing solution, at moderate rent, beside the possibility of enjoying common spaces.

The building in via San Pio V, instead, is owned by the Istituto di Santa Maria (Ex IPAB). In October 2008 The Ufficio Pio and the Istituto di Santa Maria signed an agreement, establishing the renovation of the entire complex and the partition in three parts:

− an infant school (2 classes)
− housing for the nuns and a chapel
− a temporary residence of social housing, common spaces and commercial areas.

Once completed, the Ufficio Pio will get free loan for use the temporary residence for 25 years.

3.2 RE-USE OF THE TWO EXISTING BUILDINGS

The Manifesto of Social Housing, presented at the end of the Urbanpromo 2011 edition and discuss further at the following year edition, states in the first paragraph - Urban Planning-, the need to “ensure the development of social housing pursuing environmental sustainability and territory conservation, giving priority to urban regeneration and reuse of historical buildings (…)”.

The two social housing building assert this principle. The temporary residences have been realised in historic buildings. Both of them were in a severe degradation state so they have been extensively refurbished.

The main building, overlooking piazza della Repubblica, was built approximately in the first quarter of the XIX century. The project area consists of: a historical building of 4 floors overlooking piazza della Repubblica, and a basement; a building of 3 floors, of little aesthetic and functional value, on the side facing via Priocca, realised in a later time and placed perpendicular to the main building; an open outdoor courtyard on Via Priocca.

The building in via San Pio V was built in the mid-XIX century. The courtyard building consists of: a main original building of 4 floors, in rearward position from via San Pio V; on the eastern side a block of 4 floors houses a chapel; two buildings of 3 floors close the internal side of the courtyard. The allotment is completed by two recent buildings of 5 floors overlooking the courtyard in front of via San Pio V.

Both the projects are respectful of the original connotation of the buildings and are characterized by a contemporary architectural language and innovative elements such as wooden sunbreak panels for shielding balconies and a continuous glass wall next to the restaurant in the Porta Palazzo project, and bow-window overlooking the street and the courtyard in San Salvario project.

The two temporary residences combine different functions: residence, services and commerce. Both residences offer different types of apartments, equipped and furnished like a comfortable home, however temporary. Moreover, the temporary dwellings have some polyvalent spaces that host social and cultural activities opened to the neighbourhood. On the ground floor the residences have some commercial spaces.

---

9 In the last two decades it has been property of the University of Turin, then of the State and at the end of the City of Turin, in the 90's it has been illegally occupied.

10 In the Porta Palazzo project the available surface area is approximately 2,250 sqm of slp. The projet has allowed the realisation of 27 flats (13 one room flats and 14 two rooms flats), 3 commercial units on Piazza della Repubblica, a restaurant (140 sqm) and a polyvalent space (200 sqm) for carrying out cultural activities related to the territory, apart from a laundry / ironing and other common services. On the available surface of about 3,363 sqm of slp, the San Salvario project allowed the realisation of 24 flats (6 one room flats, 10 two room flats, 6 three room flats and 2 four rooms flats), some common areas such as a kitchen, a laundry and a polyvalent space and some public spaces (another polyvalent space and 2 commercial spaces) for carrying out activities related to the territory. The building also houses an infant school and housing for the nuns.
The rent of these spaces will contribute to the economic sustainability of the structures. The commercial and social activities are addressed, not only to the guests of the temporary residences but to all citizens. As previously mentioned in the Manifesto, the social housing interventions must follow the principles of sustainability, in particular the environmental sustainability, already expressed in the Ministerial Decree of April 22 2008 which states that "the alloggio sociale must be realised according to the principles of environmental sustainability and energy conservation, using, where possible, alternative energy sources". As to the environmental sustainability, the project for the Porta Palazzo temporary residence allows the production of energy for domestic hot water using solar panels placed on the roof and a photovoltaic systems placed on the roof and on the building facades. The materials used have certifications attesting the lowest consumption of resources and the highest efficiency of disposal: natural insulation as mineralized wood wool, pressed wood fiber, flakes of cellulose and recycled cork; natural or recycled materials as bamboo, Eco gres - certified Ecolabel, and Woodn (a material made of polyethylene and recycled wood).

Similarly, the design project of San Salvario temporary residence involves the production of energy from renewable sources, through photovoltaic systems and solar panels to produce domestic hot water. As in the other project the paving material is the Eco gres and all paints are made with totally natural materials. Moreover, the rainwater is piped for irrigation of the vegetation in the two courtyards. The incentive to submit eco-friendly planning proposals, that have to be developed in the perspective of an efficient economic management, seems to have met, together with a convincing composition and technological proposal, the requested goals of limiting energy consumptions and management costs.

---

11 English author translation of “l’alloggio sociale deve essere costruito secondo principi di sostenibilità ambientale e di risparmio energetico, utilizzando, ove possibile, fonti energetiche alternative” - Ministerial Decree of April 22 2008, art. 7.
3.3 THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

The entire development process of the two temporary dwelling has been planned on the basis of calls for public tender. The intervention of piazza della Repubblica started in 2009 and became operative starting from September 2013; that of via San Pio V began in late 2009 and the completion of the works is scheduled for the end of 2014.

Here below (fig. 3) are the main steps through which the implementation process of the two social housing temporary residence has been developed: from the buyout of properties, to obtaining building permissions, and identifying the subjects for the managing stage.

![Fig. 3 The implementation procedures of the two temporary residence](image)

In June 2009 and in December 2009, respectively for the building of Porta Palazzo and that of San Salvario, the Ufficio Pio, as commodatar, has called for two public tender with restricted procedure for assigning the “services concerning architecture and engineering for renovating the building”: architectural survey, preliminary and final planning, project supervision, measure and accounts, coordination about safety and health during planning and realisation stages.

The public tender took place in two phases. In the first phase, for the pre-selection of candidates a Commission has shortlisted the applications that had been submitted (in total 48 for Porta Palazzo and 35 for San Salvario) on the basis of skills deduced from curriculum and from analogous experiences.

In the second phase the 12 shortlisted candidates have been invited to submit an offer. Then every proposal has been evaluated according to the criterion of the most economically advantageous offer on the basis of specific technical criteria.

In September 2009 the judging Commission has chosen the group of professionals Fagnoni & Architetti Associati of Florence with GPA Ingegneria Srl of San Giovanni Valdarno for piazza della Repubblica building. Afterwards, in March 2010 the judging Commission has chosen the group Studio De Ferrari Architetti in ATI, Cyd Consulting and Ing. Marco Tobaldini for the project in via San Pio V.

In parallel with the definition of the requalification project for the building of Porta Palazzo, the Compagnia had to prepare a second call, to select the administrator (since the realisation procedures of the second

---

The counted criteria are: methodological proposal, the percentage reduction in the estimated time for the completion of the service, architectural, functional, technological solutions, architectural solutions for a better management, construction techniques and materials with characters of green building technical and energy savings solutions.
Temporary Residence in the quarter of San Salvario were initiated at the same time - starting December 2009 - with the same public tender were chosen the two administrators for the two RT). Identifying the administrator in a preliminary stage of the planning development has answered the need to ensure a shared and active co-planning of all subjects involved.

Also in this case the selection was conducted in two phases, with a preliminary choice of the expressions of interest that had been invited to detail the proposal according to the instructions given in the relevant standard. The call, that was closed in January 2010, led to the definition of working tables for coordinating the management and architectural characteristics, highlighting, even in this stage, the high complexity of the process. The actual administrator of Porta Palazzo temporary residence is Consorzio di Cooperative Sociali Kairòs, that of San Salvario will be Cooperativa sociale Atypica and Cooperativa sociale Progetto Muret.

In order to establish the performing and management requirements of the project it is also important to ensure that works are executed in compliance with the accepted standards, in order to get a high quality product, that is able to influence the future maintenance costs.

With another call for public tender, through negotiated procedure, in June 2010, the Ufficio Pio has invited 12 companies to submit a technical and economic offer, to be evaluated with the criterion of the most economically advantageous offer and in compliance with the Economic Technical Board of the project for the building in piazza della Repubblica.

In September 2011, following the selection of the building firm Ed.Art. SPA and Gozzo Impianti Spa, the construction site was opened.

Similarly, in September 2012, through negotiated procedure for awarding the execution of the work in the building of via San Pio V, the building firm Fantino Costruzioni SpA was selected. The construction site was opened in October 2012.

**PORTA PALAZZO TEMPORARY RESIDENCE**

**MAIN FEATURES**

- **Site**: Torino, piazza della Repubblica 14 - Porta Palazzo
- **Type of intervention**: refurbishment
- **Uses and purposes**: temporary dwelling of social housing and commercial areas
- **Type of building**: historical buildings of the XIX century
- **Residents**: single people, couples without sons, young workers, students
- **Units**: 27 (13 one-room flats and 14 two-room flats)
- **Common spaces**: polyvalent space, laundry room, and other spaces
- **Social activities**: trade rooms, territorial-cultural activities, restaurant
- **Timing (construction phased)**: September 2011 / September 2013
- **Total SQM**: 2,250 sqm
- **Realization cost**: 3,981,181 €
- **Construction cost**: 2,566,064 € - 1,154 €/sqm

**Fig. 4 Porta Palazzo temporary residence main features**

---

13 The preferential criteria for evaluating the applications received are the following ones: documentable experience in managing similar structures; documentable link with the territory interested in the intervention; qualification and experience of the staff; participation in this notice as a group.
4 CONCLUSIONS

The residence of Porta Palazzo, engine of new experiences and future experimentations, opened its doors to the city. On September 20 2013 the structure was inaugurated and the activities started, the systems were running regularly and the occupancy rate was greatly exceeded. The temporary residence has actively contributed to satisfy the housing needs beyond the initial expectations: six months after opening, the occupancy rate is 100%, whereas the occupancy rate estimated by the economic plan drawn up by the social administrator is approximately 60% for the first 3 years.

The theme of inclusion between this new urban “piece” and his neighborhood is still in place and not strengthened yet.

The process of social integration will be complex and will take some time, but at the end will bring the social housing residence to be an integral part of this quarter of the town and a service to its inhabitants.

In the meantime works in via San Pio V are in progress. At the end of the year the residence will start the activities for its inhabitants and its neighbors; the process of integration with the social context, in our opinion, will be easier in this case because the quartier is already available to welcome it.
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